CCC Products Aid Maintenance

Columbia Chemical Co., 11 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill., are distributing two new catalogs of special interest to club managers and greenkeepers. Both catalogs are of unique practical arrangement in that they not only clearly describe each product but tell where to use it and how to use it for most effective results.

The CCC catalog "Modern Sanitation" covers insecticides for the control of flies, mosquitoes, ants, roaches, moths, gnats, etc., and sanitary items for lavatories, refrigerators, floors, etc. This catalog also describes and explains the use of CCC's 14% Butyl Ester, 2,4-D Weed killer. CCC's "Modern Floor Maintenance" catalog is a reference book of floor finishes, treatments and maintenance products. Like its companion catalog it is edited to serve as practical guidance in handling the problems of properly preparing new underfoot surfaces, reconditioning old surfaces and maintaining all floors. Both catalogs are available to golf clubs upon request.

E. B. WIGGINS OIL TOOL CO., INC., 3424 E. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, 23, Cal. has aluminum snap action water hose coupling developed from the couplings it made for the Navy and Air Forces. The Wiggins coupling is made by a quick pull followed by an upward snap on a knurled ring. Another pull disconnects the coupling. It is claimed to be practically leak-proof. Makers will furnish further details on request.

Weeds Vanish if You Use 2-4D This Season

In your weed control program tested and approved by leading agricultural colleges

Weed-eth gives you 2-4D

IN A PERFECTED FORMULA
Packaged in 8 ounce, quart, gallon, 5 gallon and 50 gallon containers.

HOWARD HANSON & CO., Beloit, Wis.
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS and HORMONES

WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED SWING?

By BEA GOTTLIEB

A booklet, simplified, condensed and easy-to-understand. With an amazingly new and simple idea that is improving the game of golfers everywhere. Send 50c (PRO DISCOUNTS IN QUANTITY).
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